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Occasionally one is inclined to think the author has taken large liberties in 
interpreting indefinite allusions, but it would be ungracious to quarrel with him 
for conclusions which have at least a chance of being correct, and of which he 
has made so excellent use in his delightful telling of this old story. 

HARRY F. ScorT 
THE UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL 

Chicago 

Demosthenes against Midias. With Critical and Explanatory Notes 
and an Appendix. By WILLIAM WATSON GOODWIN. Cam- 

bridge: University Press (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons), 
90o6. Pp. viii+188. $2.25 net. 

This volume forms a worthy companion to Professor Goodwin's larger 
edition of Demosthenes' De corona. It is marked by the same ripe scholarship 
and conservative judgment, and, like the earlier volume, it gives to the student 
generous help in matters grammatical and historical. 

The text is based upon an independent study of the MS Y (through the Paris 
facsimile). Brief critical notes give important variants of other MSS. The 
commentary is devoted chiefly to interpreting the text, largely through transla- 
tion. The grammatical notes are confined to real difficulties, and are simplified 
by frequent references to the author's De corona. The Appendix contains the 
argument of the oration, a historical introduction, essays on public (especially 
legal) antiquities involved in the Midiana, a discussion of "certain supposed 
cases of the nominative with the infinitive," and a brief description of the 
manuscripts. 

There is no bibliography, except in incomplete and scattered references. 
This is the more to be regretted as the Midiana involves some of the most difficult 
questions both as to text and history. The modern discussions are widely scat- 
tered, and we have no complete bibliography for them elsewhere. 

Many readers will also regret that Professor Goodwin has chosen to treat 
the speech almost exclusively from the historical and grammatical standpoints. 
The editor of a speech of Demosthenes may define his work as being simply to 
put the modem student into the position of an Athenian reader by clearing 
away difficulties of language, history, and antiquities. But why should he not 
add to this the work of a literary critic ? The speeches of Demosthenes were 
written under the profound influence of rhetorical theory. Their great merit-- 
and their claim to immortality-lies in the fact that here as nowhere else formal 
theory has been made completely the instrument of natural feeling. The student 
for whom this volume was prepared, who needed his B6ckh and his Meier and 
Schimann simplified in the elaborate Appendix, will still have to go to Blass 
for all discussion of the style of Demosthenes. Yet the Midiana is especially 
in need of literary interpretation, both from the position that it occupies in the 
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development of Demosthenes' style, and in its peculiar character as a first draft 
of a speech that was never finished or published by its author. 

In the printing of his text the editor seems wholly to have ignored the Demos- 
thenic law of avoidance of hiatus, and the tendency (if not a law) to the avoidance 
of the tribrach. The text as printed is full of cases of hiatus and the heaping-up 
of short syllables, where the simplest use of elision or the v-movable would have 
restored the true form. If manuscript tradition were of any authority in such 
case, or if Goodwin had followed that tradition consistently (he freely drops v- 
movable of 2 before a consonant, sometimes making a tribrach thereby), there 
would be more defense for the text as printed. As it is, Weil's text is decidedly 
to be preferred in this respect. 

The editor has not printed with the other broO&e~S the new one from the 
Aristotle papyrus, nor referred to its important testimony as to the reading in 

? 7.3-5 (see Blass, Jahrbiicher 1892, pp. 29 ff.). 
Goodwin follows Schaefer in placing the Euboean expedition in the spring 

of 350 B. c., but his arguments-aside from the testimony of Dionysius-do 
not touch Weil's better dating of 348 (followed by Blass and Beloch). Under 
the discussion of the birth-year of Demosthenes (p. 131) reference should be made 
to HMck, "Der Eintritt der Miindigkeit nach attischem Recht," Hermes XXX 
(1895), PP. 347 ff. 

To the misprints noted in Nicklin's review (Classical Review, July, 1906) 
the following are to be added: In the text, •av •u, 

16. 5; rpoBdXXeo-aL /A', 26. 4; 
rTOaT7' ot', 79. 5; Ka-Tass&Eyl?rKe 85. 6; ~eO' 40', 126. 5; a"rs dari'v, 126. 9; IreyXa/.- 

Pdtvovr', 133. 7; eLX"oeTral, 16o. 7; o7paTrLeras, 
162. 2. In the commentary, 81X6s, 

25. I; rp64tvos, 50. 3; ra-rpC6v, 78. 2; cause (clause) 109. 6; av, 114. i; 8rn6rLKos, 

183. 8; XeyporoveTra =TLS, 200. 2. Also dXXA, p. 144, n. 2; 'Apowblov, p. 149, n. 3; 

? 12 (for ? ii), p. 161, n. I; •'yayctrw, p. 164, n. i. In 103.1, note, Boeotia is 
doubtless a slip of the pen for Euboea. 

CHARLES D. ADAMS 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 

The Chronology of the Extant Plays of Euripides. By GRACE HAR- 
RIET MACURDY. Lancaster, Pa.: New Era Printing Co. 

Pp. 128. 
This is a dissertation "submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 

the degree of doctor of philosophy in Columbia University." It was written under 
the direction of the late Professor Earle, and reflects in large measure his views 
upon the subject treated. One would expect a scholarly paper from such a 
source, and so it is. 

The author treats each play separately, giving the various views as to their 
chronology, a criticism of those views, and finally her own judgment. This judg- 
ment is discriminating and sensible. 
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